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Abstract— With the advancement of technology and the widespread use of smart devices, the world has witnessed that the 

networking and/or the connectivity horizon has broadened to an exalted level. One of the prominent researches being 

undertaken in this digital era is the development of Text-to-Speech (TTS) engines; which is capable enough of offering more 

interactivity with the prevalent smart devices. There are various TTS engines available in the market currently, but these 

engines lack the capability of showing the effects of human voice e.g., they fail to provide credible indications of the sentiment, 

mood or emotional state of mind of the speaker etc. Further speaking, presently there is no comprehensible or consummate 

TTS engine that could replicate human behaviour and/or mannerisms with utmost precision and accuracy. This paper proposes 

a novel Text-to-Speech engine named „Twee‟ whose pronunciation works in sync with real world human intelligence. The 

proposed system is an application of the interdisciplinary field of research whereby domains such as Natural Language 

Processing, Artificial Intelligence and Digital Signal Processing are amalgamated to perform sentiment analysis on text through 

the processing of phonemes. This system works well both in mono channel mode and in stereo mode and is capable of 

generating varied effects on a voice depending on the type of communication.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Several researchers have proposed a number of Text-to-

Speech (TTS) engines in order to provide to the world an 

efficient system that could comprehend the actual emotional 

state and psyche of the speaker. But till date, there is no such 

system that can replicate the precise and perfect demeanour 

and disposition of an individual. The challenge to create a 

consummate TTS engine was the driving factor that paved 

way into proposing Twee, which is a novel Text-to-Speech 

engine. This proposed engine incorporates different filters 

and is based on novel methods to make it more interactive to 

the user. In addition, this system is very dynamic and capable 

enough to create a rich and reliable dataset. Different real-

time Digital Signal Processing methods are used to change 

the voice effects during the time of speaking. There are 

mainly three techniques that are used to make the TTS 

engine „Twee‟ more powerful when compared to other 

existing systems. These techniques are Natural Language 

Processing, Artificial Intelligence and Digital Signal 

Processing. 

 

In this research work, the modified “Concatenative 

Synthesis” algorithms have been used. Along with it, a novel 

method of Phoneme‟s Processing namely the “Odd Mode  

 

Rendering” and the “Even Mode Rendering” have been 

implemented. For detecting the sentiment as implied by the 

text in the form of sentences or words, 10 different emotion 

options for each word have been used [1]. The proposed TTS 

engine works as follows: Firstly, based on the emotions, the 

system detects the sentiment conveyed by the conversational 

text and then changes the effect of the response. The 10 

different emotions considered in this approach are Fear, 

Anger, Sadness, Stronger, Joy, Disgust, Surprise, Trust, 

Anticipation and Nothing. 

 

The proposed TTS engine can not only work in the mono 

channel mode, but also depending upon the conversation, if 

the text is properly understood then the system can enhance 

the channel mode to stereo. This mode conversion feature 

does not exist in the other existing TTS engines and is one of 

the most crucial and striking feature of this system. 

 

Three existing methods called USS (Unit Selection Speech) 

as a static database, Diphone and Domain-Specific Synthesis 

are used to make its database for dynamic mode [2]. If at any 

moment the USS results in false output, then out of the two 

known rendering techniques, the “Odd Mode Rendering” is 

used for odd word length and the “Even Mode Rendering” is 

used for even word length (see Figure 1).  
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It may happen that for a single alphabet there may be two 

different sounds generated for two different words e.g., In the 

words “apple” and “ate”, the starting sound of letter “a” is 

different in both the words. So to make it more familiar with 

the surrounding, an extra option of correctness has been 

added while speaking in the TTS engine. This correctness 

option enables a change (or an update) in the algorithm 

meant for speech formation on demand. This scheme offers a 

way of learning correct pronunciation using manual help or 

from an expert. This method for correctness does not exist in 

the current systems and adds embellishments to this proposed 

approach.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 1. Schematic depicting the word „Hello‟ using  

(a) Even Mode Rendering (b) Odd Mode Rendering. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section I 

contains the introduction of TTS Engines, Section II contains 

the architecture and the working principle of the Proposed 

System, Section III describes results with a comparative 

performance analysis, Section IV discusses the pros and cons 

of the proposed approach and Section V concludes the paper 

with future directions of improvement.  

II. PROPOSED WORK  

The proposed TTS engine „Twee‟ is a standalone command 

line executable file which is not only used as a local file but 

also has its own TTS server to serve the speech synthesis in 

the web technology without any special dependencies on the 

existing web services. The following are the three main 

options supported by this system: 

 

1. Normal Speech (Acts like Google TTS, Microsoft TTS 

etc). [3] 

 

2. Customized Speech Synthesis (Acts like IBM speech 

engine). [4] 

 

3. Artificial Intelligence (No existing engine in the market 

right now). 

To make the dataset for TTS engine, a new “Development 

Panel” (see Figure 2) has been created through which more 

than 1000 words can be aptly synthesized in only few 

minutes. The whole dataset is in a raw format with an 

encrypted decoder to make all the synthesized files secured 

from any external access. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  The TTS development Panel. 

 

Firstly, the target sentence is inputted or fed through either a 

web terminal or a local console. Then the TTS engine will 

start its lexical phase for understanding the raw textual data. 

In the first phase or level (see Figure 3), the structural 

analysis is done to fetch the content words of the sentence 

which will inform about the sentiment of the specific 

sentence. This forms the core of Natural Language 

Processing (NLP). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Flowchart depicting the First Level Filtering of Input at the NLP 

Level. 

Next the process flow is shifted to the Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) Level which will gather all the emotions of words and 

combine them to form a unique emotion for the whole 
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paragraph (see Figure 4). If at any moment, the conjugation 

of all the emotions is not understood by the system, then it 

will process each sentence and each word individually. If the 

dataset does not contain any inputted word, then the system 

will use its dynamic mode of rendering to create the sound of 

the word. Depending upon the word length, the partition 

algorithm is changed to make the phonemes. Now after the 

generation of phonemes or the sentence emotion 

successfully, the process flow is shifted to the Digital Signal 

Processing (DSP) Level. [5][6] 

 

 
 
Figure 4.  Flowchart depicting the Second Level Filtering of Sentences at the 

AI Level. 

 

In the DSP Level (see Figure 5), there are mainly four filters 

for processing each of the phonemes and also the words. 

After the application of the filters on the phonemes, the 

mixing process or the domain-specific synthesis gets started 

to create a resultant audio file. [7][8]  
 

 
 

Figure 5.  Flowchart depicting the Third Level Filtering of Sentences at the 

DSP Level. 

 

In case of incorrect pronunciation in the speech, the 

additional option of correct pronunciation through user-level 

interaction will be used that will update or change the 

partitioning algorithm to create correct phonemes. [9] 

III. RESULTS  

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the proposed TTS engine 

„Twee‟ with three popular existing systems viz. Google TTS, 

Microsoft TTS and IBM TTS on the five most important 

constraints like System Intelligence, Customizability, Voice 

Quality, Database Size and Flexibility.  

  

 
Figure 6.  Comparison of Our Proposed TTS engine „Twee‟ with other 

Existing Sytems. 

Based on the vertical bar chart, it can be seen that the 

proposed TTS engine is much ahead in performance in terms 

of the parameters like System Intelligence, Customizability 

and Flexibility. The only parameters where the performance 

suffers are the limited Database Size and the not-so-good 

Voice Quality. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

The proposed TTS engine has the following advantages 

when compared with the other existing TTS engines:  

 

1. The usage of the notion of Artificial Intelligence and the 

analysis of sentiments. 

 

2. The efficient utilization of DSP filters to deal with 

different types of voice such as Loud Voice, Soft Voice 

etc. 

 

3. It offers both a standalone (offline) service as well as 

online service. 

The limitation of the proposed system is that as it is in the 

development stage, so the dataset used for the purpose of 

training and testing is limited and currently only 10000 

words have been analyzed using the Twee engine. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

Thus, it can be concluded that the proposed TTS engine 

named „Twee‟ offers a more interactive and a natural 

interface for the real world entities and due to the 

amalgamation of the concept of NLP, AI and DSP, this 

system stands out as a winner when compared with other 

traditional TTS engines available in the market.  

 

As a future scope of work, the task of increasing the size of 

the dataset so as to comprehend the complete working of the 

proposed system needs to be taken up. Further, there is a 

provision of enhancing the quality of voice so that the 

proposed system can perfectly replicate the voice patterns of 

a real human being and thus serve the basic purpose of 

creating a high-end AI product. 
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